CMCC processes all of its federal education loans (Stafford and PLUS) through the Federal Direct Loan program, and as such has no preferred lending arrangements with any FFELP lenders. Likewise, CMCC has no preferred lending arrangements or preferred lending lists with lenders who provide private or alternative education loans. In addition, CMCC employees are prohibited from:

- Entering into any revenue-sharing arrangements with any lender;
- Receiving gifts from a lender, a guarantor, or a servicer;
- Contracting to receive any financial benefit from any lender or affiliate of a lender;
- Directing borrowers to particular lenders, or refusing or delaying loan certifications with certain lenders;
- Soliciting funds to be used for private loans;
- Receiving call center or other financial aid staffing assistance from lenders;
- Receiving compensation for serving on lender advisory boards